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Clinical care is appropriately and increasingly patient-centred, with an emphasis on patients experiencing greater autonomy for example by accessing their own health records and directly receiving their clinical correspondence.1 This central focus on the patient has not been paralleled in medical publishing, with much published research inaccessible to patients and public. Such exclusivity of published research is non-sensical and arguably unethical: an obvious example is that patients accept uncertainty and risk by participating in clinical studies, yet may then be unable themselves to access the findings. The wider public contribute to research funding through taxation but are then unable to view research findings that sit behind paywalls.2

Open access medical journals have the potential to play a key role in informing and empowering patients and carers and educating the public.3 Increased democratisation of access to medical research findings allows greater transparency and scrutiny, ultimately leading to higher quality, more patient-centered research with greater benefit to society. Active patient and public engagement with research projects is now an essential requirement of many grant-awarding bodies and research ethics committees. Patient and public involvement in healthcare policy and research is perhaps particularly timely when considering novel models of care delivery in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic.1

The BMJ has pioneered work on patient and public partnership in medical publishing, with the launch of a Patient and Public Partnership strategy in 2014,4 the setting up of a patient and public advisory panel, and widespread adoption of patient peer review of submitted manuscripts.2 We plan to adopt The BMJ’s initiative to enhance patient and public involvement at BMJ Open Respiratory Research. Our aim is to render the journal more accessible to patients and the wider public; we envisage that anyone with an interest in respiratory health and disease will find the journal content interesting, educational and of practical benefit. With this aim we are delighted to introduce Olivia Fulton, the journal’s first patient and public representative on the editorial board.

Olivia is a lifelong severe asthma sufferer and had been involved in health research as a participant over a number of years but latterly has not met inclusion criteria for trials. Focusing on raising awareness of severe asthma, Olivia was introduced to the concept of patient and public involvement in research. Reflecting back on her experience as a participant in trials Olivia realised the information she was given was not always patient friendly and required a lot of effort to understand. From this experience, Olivia has now focused her attention on working with researchers to make sure their work involves patient input from idea concept and trial design through to dissemination of research. Olivia is an advocate for ensuring research is made available to not just academics but patients and the public as well. The inclusion of Olivia on the editorial board will help steer the journal’s direction to increasingly address issues of direct relevance to patients and carers and the wider public.

BMJ Open Respiratory Research is already fully open access, so all content is accessible for free online, shortly after it has been accepted for publication following editorial and peer review. The journal publishes a wide range of original research relevant to respiratory disease and critical care. Some of this research is by its nature highly specialised and less relevant to the general public and indeed clinicians and scientists outside of its immediate field; we will continue to peer review and publish this specialised and important research. Other research however is more directly relevant to patients and caregivers (recent examples include 5–8). We aim to support authors to make all submitted research findings more accessible to patients and the public.

Barriers to patient and public engagement with medical research findings may exist even with open access publishing, in particular writing and presentation styles that are purely...
academic-focused or clinician-focused with extensive use of medical jargon. We are revising the journal’s manuscript guidelines for authors, with emphasis on less use of medical jargon. All published papers already contain ‘key points’ summary sections at the start that provide an overview of the study findings and its contribution to the field; we plan to work further with authors to ensure that these sections are written clearly, in ‘plain language’ suitable for a lay audience.

Involvement of patients in the design, execution and publication of medical research will help ensure that the findings are directly relevant to the needs and experiences of patients. We request that authors include a formal statement on patient and public involvement with all submitted manuscripts. Furthermore, we welcome inclusion of patient coauthors on research manuscripts submitted to BMJ Open Respiratory Research.

Finally, we plan to explore the possibility of trialling patient and public review of select manuscripts, following on from The BMJ pioneering work in the area. We would be pleased to hear from people who are keen to be involved in peer review, whether they are patients, carers, clinicians or scientists. Guidance from The BMJ for patient and public reviewers is available here: https://www.bmj.com/about-bmj/resources-reviewers/guidance-patient-reviewers.

We hope that the planned focus on patient and public involvement at BMJ Open Respiratory Research will enhance the journal’s core values of quality, transparency and accessibility, and as always we welcome feedback from readers.
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